Proud to be among the many fine orchestras finding new ways to bring music to the world during these challenging times. The Vancouver Symphony Orchestra streams live concerts online, featuring renowned guests and original video content.

Beethoven’s Piano Concerto No. 2
April 24th 7pm PST | 25th 3pm PST
Featuring piano virtuoso Orli Shaham and guest conductor Maestro Ken Selden. Including masterworks by Sibelius and Dvorák.

Haydn’s Cello Concerto No. 1
May 22nd 7pm PST | 23rd 3pm PST
Featuring GRAMMY award-winning cellist Zuill Bailey and the return of Maestro & Music Director Salvador Brotons. Including masterworks by Bruch, Copland and Bloch.

For tickets and more information visit vancouversymphony.org | 360-735-7278
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It sounds like sci-fi: “the before times.” But before COVID-19, orchestra seasons were planned down to the hemidemisemiquaver, announced half a year before opening night, and then launched like so many swans—gorgeous and unruffled on top, paddling madly below. Change—when it happened—was difficult, protracted, in part because of practicalities like the availability of in-demand guest musicians, the need to honor contracts and regulations, rehearse unfamiliar rep, alert audiences, sell tickets.

All that changed when the pandemic hit. Concerts were announced, canceled, postponed, rescheduled. Musicians popped up on streets, backyards, front porches. Everyone headed online. When in-person concerts became possible, strings prevailed, to limit spread of aerosols from wind instruments. Along with familiar scores by Tchaikovsky and the usual (wonderful) suspects, Mahler 4, of all things, showed up in chamber versions. And something else happened. Strings-only scores like George Walker’s *Lyric for Strings* and Jessie Montgomery’s *Starburst* were being played nationwide. Works by a more diverse range of composers, so long ignored, are suddenly being performed, often by a more diverse range of musicians. Sparked by the fierce urgency of the need for racial equity, what had been an aspiration may be headed toward becoming a reality.

This issue of *Symphony* looks at these paradigm shifts from multiple perspectives. Incoming and departing board chairs—all of them women—discuss governance. Native American composers talk about the increase in commissions and performances of their music by orchestras. A panel of Black musicians examines how to rethink blind auditions so that orchestras become truly representative. And we report on how youth orchestras are adapting and looking ahead.